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Company Name Index Strategy, Inc. Design / Consulting

Website https://index-group.co.jp/index-strategy/en/

Technology
/

Solution

Tech/Solution Name Project management for civil and social infrastructure through Public-Private Partnership (PPP)

Which field does the
tech/solution contribute to? Quality Infrastructure and Smart City

"Quality Infrastructure"

Which category can the
tech/solution be applied
to?

Road/Bridge 〇 Port ×

0

Airport ×

Water and
Sewage 〇

Power generation
/Energy 〇 Railroad ×

Housing 〇 ICT 〇
Others（Free
Writing）

"Smart City"

Which problem can the
tech/solution solve?

Traffic/Mobility 〇 Energy 〇

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries × Environment 〇

〇

Infrastructure
Maintenance 〇

Community Activation
/Sightseeing 〇 Health/Medical 〇

Disaster
Prevention

Security ×

Logistics ×
Urban Planning
/Maintenance 〇

Others（Free
Writing） 0

Key words Project Management

Overview of the
tech/solution

With our Index Group’s philosophy of “SHIKKAI (Japanese-style project management)”, we are a
recognized pioneer of project management in the construction industry in Japan, with  cumulative sales
of 1.5 trillion Japanese Yen (15 Billion US Dollars) both in Japan and overseas (as of March 2021). We
have the capability and adaptability to effectively develop PPP (Public-Private Partnership) projects from
early stages, with a wide range of PPP project achievements both in social and civil infrastructure. With a
firm mission as Index Group, we are committed to contribute to the achievements of the SDGs
(Sustainable Development Goals) through our business in an environmentally and socially responsible
manner.
Considering that PPP is becoming the mainstream for infrastructure investment especially in emerging
countries, we are committed to the development of social and civil infrastructure through PPP across
the world.
Our expertise includes i) Project Formulation & Structuring ii) Feasibility Study (F/S) iii) Contract
Preparation & Negotiation and iv) Project Monitoring

Already developed Already developed No plan to develop No plan to develop
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Glocal Expansion

No plan to develop Already developed
Considering
development

Considering
development
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Website of the project https://index-group.co.jp/index-strategy/en/projects/detail/50

SDGs

Note
(Award etc.)

Case Study

Country Philippines

City Puerto Princesa City (Santa Lucia)

Project name
SmartJAMP(2021) Pre-feasibility Study on the Introduction of an Advanced Waste Reduction, Recovery
and Reuse System in ASEAN

Project Overview

The study aims to realize a sustainable society in harmony with nature by designing, constructing,
maintaining, and operating a biomass power plant using agricultural wastes as the fuel source with an
effective waste-to-energy management system considering Japanese environmental and resource
recycling technologies and IOT technologies. The study will be conducted within Santa Lucia, Palawan (a
total area of 1,072 ha), which is designated as an "Environmental Estate" by the President of the
Philippines Proclamation No. 718 and as a priority development area by the City Government of Puerto
Princesa, to reduce CO2 emissions and ensure a stable energy supply in the Philippines, thereby
contributing to the revitalization of local industries and the creation of innovation and new employment.
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